Environmental risks and non-communicable diseases

Annette Prüss-Ustün and colleagues consider the role of air pollution and other environmental risks in non-communicable diseases and actions to reduce them.

Environmental risk factors are recognised as an important cause of disease burden, but the impact on non-communicable diseases (NCDs) is now being established. Household and outdoor air pollution, alongside unhealthy diets, lifestyles, and work environments, were recently included in the global strategy to prevent NCDs. In this context, environmental risks to health are defined as all the external related factors that affect a person’s health, excluding factors in natural environments that cannot reasonably be modified. Environmental risks to health include pollution, radiation, noise, land use patterns, work environment, and climate change.

These risks are driven by policies in sectors outside the health sector, such as energy, industry, agriculture, transport, and land planning. More cooperation is needed if the health sector is to effectively tackle NCDs and reduce health costs resulting from policies in other sectors. Here, we summarise the evidence for the links between environmental risks and NCDs, review existing solutions and interventions, and outline opportunities for reducing environmental risks as part of an intersectoral NCD agenda.

**Contribution of environmental risks to non-communicable diseases**

In 2016 air pollution was the second largest risk factor causing NCDs globally, just after tobacco smoking (fig 1). In many countries—for example, in southeast Asia—air pollution is by far the largest cause of NCDs. Air pollution alone caused 5.6 million deaths from NCDs in 2016. Ninety one per cent of people worldwide are exposed to harmful pollution levels in ambient air, and almost all countries are affected. More than 40% of people, mainly in low and middle income countries, are cooking with inefficient technology and fuel combinations, generating harmful smoke in their homes. Together, 24% of cases of stroke, 25% of ischaemic heart disease, 28% of lung cancer, and 43% of chronic obstructive respiratory disease are attributable to ambient and household air pollution, and evidence on additional NCDs is emerging.

Risks related to selected chemicals and chemical mixtures, in the home, community, or workplace, have caused 1.3 million deaths from NCDs in 2016, mainly from cardiovascular diseases, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and cancers. Neurological and mental disorders are also associated with chemicals. Exposure to lead in paints, consumer products, air, and water caused 540 000 deaths from cardiovascular and kidney disease in 2016, Occupational carcinogens and airborne exposures caused 882 000 NCD deaths in 2016, while exposure to residential radon caused 58 000 lung cancer deaths. The health effects of many environmental risks have probably not yet been assessed. Much of the global change in NCDs has been driven by population growth and ageing in the past decade, increasing the population vulnerable to NCD determinants. The risks causing the most rapidly rising NCD deaths globally between 2010 and 2016 are ambient air pollution with a 9% increase and low physical activity with an 11% increase. Low physical activity has an environmental component, through transport modes, city design, and access to green spaces.
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Existing solutions and interventions

Many practical solutions and tools are readily available to curb pollution and create healthier environments. Efficient strategies often require action in sectors beyond the health sector, in areas such as reduction of air pollution, the safe use of chemicals, protection from radiation, occupational safety and health measures, and workplace well-being (see web appendix on bmj.com).

Creating healthier environments for reducing NCDs also results in many health and non-health co-benefits. Many policies combatting air pollution also mitigate climate change. Replacement of polluting cooking stoves with cleaner energy solutions and better energy efficiency of homes and buildings leads to cleaner air and limits climate change. For transport, less polluting vehicles, combined rapid transit with walking and cycling, and replacement of short urban motorised journeys by walking and cycling would increase physical activity and improve access to jobs. In agriculture, banning open burning both reduces air pollution and mitigates climate change; lower red meat consumption reduces NCDs directly and mitigates climate change through reduced gas emissions from livestock. Reducing air pollution from coal fired power plants may not only diminish health risks due to combustion particles but also prevent mercury from entering the food chain. Such co-benefits need to be accounted for in economic evaluations of environmental health action.

Acting on environmental risks can reduce health inequity, as women and the poor are disproportionately affected. Women and children are more exposed to harmful smoke caused by cooking, heating, and lighting with unclean fuels and inefficient technologies. Environmental risks to health can to some extent be influenced through personal choices (vegan diet, transport choice) but are likely to be more affected by policy measures (incentivising clean technologies, carbon and fuel taxation) necessary to deliver on the Paris Agreement on climate change. Implementing wide-ranging policy changes may be more equitable than acting on individual behaviour.

Intersectoral opportunities to reduce environmental risks

Despite certain successes, the overall burden of disease caused by the environment has not decreased. In addition to the practical solutions, more organisational and structural measures are needed. Given that decisions leading to healthier environments often lie outside the health sector, the health argument needs to be integrated at the level of these “upstream” decisions (choices made at the level of policy setting). Failing to do so, by selecting options that may be economically sound for the particular sector but may not be healthy, will merely result in transferring costs to the health sector and society at large (fig 2).

About 10% of the global gross domestic product is spent on healthcare, but little is allocated to primary prevention. Conventional healthcare systems alone can no longer sustainably tackle the burden of NCDs. Fiscal policies reflecting the true costs of sectoral policies, designed without compromising social and equity aspects, could avoid such transfers and free funds for prevention. A recent analysis by the International Monetary Fund shows that fuel prices around the world de facto “subsidise” polluting fuels with more than $5tn (£3.9tn; €4.4tn) annually, as damage to health and climate has not been taken into account.

The human and financial costs of the environment and NCDs mean that the NCD agenda needs to strategically influence the drivers of pollution and further environmental risks in other sectors. The involvement of the health sector is also important in tracking health determinants and outcomes, proposing effective, evidence based solutions, and predicting health impacts of policies and projects through appropriate tools. A transformation on how health shapes sectoral and societal choices is needed to

Box 1: Actions needed to transform how health shapes sectoral and societal choices

Scale up prevention through healthier environments

A shift of resources is needed to reduce the main environmental risks of non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and fully integrate pollution control, healthy urban design, and sustainable transport into national NCD strategies. Taxes and pricing structures in all relevant sectors need to be strategically influenced to reflect the full prices of strategies and resources allocated commensurate to the damages caused

Drive policies in other sectors through the health argument

Large transitions—for example, in energy and transport—are progressing in many countries. Labour policies and economic development are determining workers’ health and safety, and land use planning is shaping cities, their walkability, their green spaces, and their zoning as they expand. Health needs to play a determining role in decision making and promote inclusive public participation in other sectors with policies influencing health to control NCDs effectively. Frameworks for action, such as “health in all policies” or “whole of government” approaches are useful in such processes

Engage the health sector in a leadership and coordinating role in all health related matters

To assume its new or scaled up functions, the health sector may need to acquire additional competencies and capacities and be supported by new governance mechanisms allowing it to assume this role. This may require decisions and mechanisms at the highest level—that is, above those of sectors, setting overall policy directions, and assigning roles across sectors

Enhance evidence based communication and advocacy

Evidence based guidance and information about risks and benefits of environmental conditions to the public and policy makers is essential to spur rational decision making, to create a demand for healthier environments, and to foster community engagement. The health sector, including health professionals, healthcare organisations, medical societies, and non-governmental organisations, can play an important role by engaging in such communication

Fig 2 | Cost transfer from various sector policies to the health sector and individuals
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achieve a major change. Ingredients for such a transformation include the actions in box 1, which are part of WHO’s global strategy on health, environment, and climate change.2225

With the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development, the world is calling for a new approach to health, environment, and equity, generating high level political support for tackling health determinants in a preventive and sustainable way. Together with the increasing NCD epidemic and its high costs to society, a unique opportunity exists for changing the way the global health community, policy makers, and society at large engage and shift focus towards prevention of disease through healthier environments.

Conclusion

The past few decades have seen a global epidemiological transition from communicable diseases to NCDs, with major causes being pollution and other environmental risks. NCDs cannot be sustainably controlled without the global health community being actively engaged in the shaping of environmental drivers of health, taking up new leadership and coordination activities across all relevant sectors. Interventions to reduce environmental risks to health may have multiple co-benefits, such as increasing social equity, mitigation of climate change, and increasing energy efficiency.

For more articles in this series see www.bmj.com/NCD-solutions
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Web appendix: Table giving examples of interventions to reduce environmental risks
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